8:30am – 9:00am  Registration & Breakfast (5th Floor Lobby)

9:00am – 9:15am  Welcome & Introductions (Washington Ballroom)

9:15am – 11:15am Discovery Roundtables (Washington Ballroom)
An interactive workshop with facilitated focus group-style discussions on relevant topics, trends, and directions within scholarly publishing.

11:15am – 11:30am  Coffee Break (5th Floor Hallway)

11:30am – 12:30pm Keynote: Sustaining the Integrity Algorithm (Washington Ballroom)
Christopher Kenneally, Senior Director, Content Marketing at Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) will highlight the “Integrity Algorithm” model and its impact on AI, research, and publishing.

12:30pm – 1:30pm  Lunch (Empire Ballroom)

1:30pm – 3:45pm EM Beginners Bootcamp (Shubert-Charles)
A thorough introduction of Author, Editor, Reviewer, and Administrator functionality for Editorial Manager beginners.

1:30pm – 2:30pm (A) Convenient Editor Functions (Wilbur-Colonial)
Configure a convenient workflow with Editor functionality such as signposting, auto-reminders, assignment chains, Task Manager, batch functionality, form questionnaires, and more!

(B) UI/UX Design Enhancements (Washington Ballroom)
An update on recent user interface and user experience enhancements, overview of our design standards, and open forum for user feedback on upcoming designs.

2:30pm – 3:30pm (A) Supporting Authors I (Wilbur-Colonial)
Take advantage of configurations designed to support Authors including gradual engagement, questionnaires, status terms, CRediT, visibility to Reviewer comments, and more!

(B) Enterprise Analytics Reporting (EAR) (Washington Ballroom)
Live demonstrations and tips to optimize relevant standard and custom reports in Editorial Manager and ProduXion Manager.

3:30pm – 3:45pm  Coffee Break (5th Floor Hallway)

3:45pm – 4:45pm (A) Boosting Reviewer Engagement (Washington Ballroom)
Overview on how to define and improve Reviewer engagement through practical policies and functionality that support transparency, communication, recognition, and education.

(B) Issue- and Article-Based Production Workflows (Wilbur-Colonial)
An introduction to our production tracking system, ProduXion Manager, and how it can be paired with Editorial Manager for an end-to-end publishing experience.

4:45pm – 6:00pm  Cocktails & Networking (Empire Ballroom)

Thursday, June 15th

8:30am – 9:00am  Breakfast (5th Floor Lobby)

9:00am – 9:05am  Welcome to Day 2 (Washington Ballroom)

9:05am – 10:15am  LiXuid Manuscript: End-to-End Production Solution (Washington Ballroom)

Highlight of existing limitations in the traditional production process and a showcase of innovative solutions through exciting new workflow tools in the LiXuid Manuscript suite.

10:15am – 10:30am  Coffee Break (5th Floor Hallway)

10:30am – 12:30pm  PM User Group (Shubert-Charles)

Ideal for moderate to advanced ProduXion Manager users, this session will cover helpful production tools, configurations, and reporting.

10:30am – 11:30am  (A) Supporting Authors II (Washington Ballroom)

Take advantage of Author-related support tools including data repositories, COI disclosures, writing and reference quality services, the WeChat Gateway, and more!

(B) Effective Communication: Letters and More (Wilbur-Colonial)

Effectively communicate with Authors, Editors, and Reviewers with custom letter templates, letter families, merge fields and deep links, correspondence history, and more!

11:30am – 12:30pm  (A) Editor Decision Support (Wilbur-Colonial)

Learn more about functionality dedicated to the Editor decision workflow including early decision, custom Editor form, tailored decision phrases, and decision letter editing.

(B) Inclusionary Data (Washington Ballroom)

Enable the standardized collection and use of self-reported gender, race, and ethnicity data endorsed by the Joint Commitment for action on inclusion and diversity in publishing.

12:30pm – 1:30pm  Lunch (Empire Ballroom)

1:30pm – 2:30pm  (A) Configuration Consultation & Underused Features (Wilbur-Colonial)

Bring workflow questions to our expert Account Coordinators and learn about small (but mighty) underused features.

(B) Research Integrity Innovations (Washington Ballroom)

Overview of integrated manuscript analysis tools and services focused on reproducibility, plagiarism, reference validation, researcher identity, image quality, and more!

2:30pm – 2:45pm  Coffee Break (5th Floor Hallway)

2:45pm – 3:25pm  The Road Ahead (Washington Ballroom)

Insights into key strategic initiatives and development areas on the product roadmap for 2023 and beyond!

3:25pm – 3:30pm  Thank You & Farewell (Washington Ballroom)